Installation instructions
Congratulation on your new BESIDE.
Please familiarize yourself with this set of installation
and care instructions before using the product.

We are always ready to answer any questions
on our customer support hotline
+45 42 45 44 00, and you are also
welcome to email us at
info@designers-first.com.
Thank you for choosing DESIGNERS FIRST.
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BESIDE

by Stella Graversen

Installation:

Cleaning and care of BESIDE:

In addition to the included hardware and tools (inside drawer), you will also need
a power drill, 8mm (5/16”) drill bit, and a level.

We recommend using only a damp soft cloth to clean the painted surfaces.
Do not use cleaning products containing degreasing agents.
Never use any abrasive sponges, as they can cause scratches on the surface
of BESIDE.

Find the desired location for your BESIDE. Please note that the drawer
requires a little extra room on both sides when open.

1

Mark two center points 26 cm (10 15/64”) apart on the desired wall,
making sure they are level and taking care not to mount in the
cement if installing on a brick wall. Drywall installation requires
specialized hardware not included with the BESIDE.

2

Drill an 8mm (5/16”) diameter hole. Insert one wall anchor into
each hole and screw in the included screws, leaving the head
0.5 cm (13/64”) from the surface of the wall.

3

Hang BESIDE on the two screws, and open the drawer to drive in
both screws with the included fastener tool. Finally, install the two
screw-caps

BESIDE with oak finish:
If your BESIDE has a drawer in an oak finish, you should never use any wet cloth
on the surface due to the untreated oak finish.
The oak finished drawer can stay untreated. However, if you get some soiled
spot on the oak drawer by accident, it is easily mended with a fine grain piece of
sandpaper.
You can also treat the oak drawer with wood and teak oil or white wood soap.
The wood soap will seep into the wood, promptly close the pores, and protect
the drawer from filth and fluids.
If you have you purchased a Linoleum top ...
Daily cleaning
The daily cleaning is done with a clean cloth in lukewarm water.
Maintenance
Linoleum care is recommended for the care of the organic surface.

Note:
Installation instructions are also available in Danish (www.designers-first.dk/
download) and German (www.designers-first.de/download) on our website.

